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Dear Customer,

FURNITURE SIMPLIFIED
At Cambridge Park we are working hard at becoming a definitive 
source for meeting and conference tables of all kinds. Our plan 
is to offer simply the most comprehensive offering of high quality 
tables available. Good to look at, competitively priced and backed 
up with fantastic proactive service.

Our roots are in the bespoke sector and that’s why and 
notwithstanding our standards programmes, we never shy away 
from giving you exactly what you want, we have the knowledge 
and we have the design and engineering expertise ...try us for 
anything of a special and customised nature.

Sincerely,

Mark Langston, Managing Director.
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NIMBUS …an absolute Classic …a definitive range of great 
value tables and credenzas offering elegant solutions for 
Eating, Meeting, Training and Conferencing applications. 
Tops are available in MFCs, laminates and veneers, edge 
details range from hardwearing ABS through 3mm hardwood 
banding to elegant and substantial solid chamfers. 

Our comprehensive collection of credenzas is available in 
finishes to match all tables and sized to take pull out AV 
racks and other accessories.
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NIMBUS

NIMBUS
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NIMBUS

Connecting flip top tables of various shapes and sizes offer layout flexibility in multi purpose eating, meeting and training facilities.
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Grommet Rotating power 
and data module

Matching veneer hinged 
access flap with brush strip
(also available in laminate)
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SILVA
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SILVA …a contemporary 
interpretation of a classic 
boardroom table. Beautifully 
finished veneers contribute to a 
strong and elegant aesthetic.
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Power and data cables are concealed within the box bases, passing through the structural raceway to connect to under top power and data boxes        in turn accessed through matching veneered hinged flaps with brush strips.

SILVA
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Power and data cables are concealed within the box bases, passing through the structural raceway to connect to under top power and data boxes        in turn accessed through matching veneered hinged flaps with brush strips.
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CIRRUS
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CIRRUS …is a beautiful and extensive collection of high quality meeting 
and conference tables and credenza units for use in contemporary 
architectural interiors. Light scale design is distinguished by superb quality 
veneering and a choice of elegant edge details. A slender stainless steel 
base houses an ingenious multi directional roller glide for easy mobility.

A simple yet sophisticated solution provides for power and data and 
cable management to the table top. Cables are routed through under top 
structural raceways and down cable managed legs. At the table top cables 
emerge through matching veneered dual access flaps.
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CIRRUS
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Cable Management
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Flip Top
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Maximum size 3000 x 1200mm

CIRRUS
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LUNA
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Maximum top size 2400 x 1200mm Maximum top size 1500mm Ø

LUNA ...is a striking and refined meeting or dining table programme, 
and provides a unique and unobtrusive solution for power, data, AV and 
cable management. The elegant single column cruciform base will 
support a maximum 2400 x 1200mm. oval top (8 seats). Tops are Round 
or Oval and available in veneers, laminates or bespoke materials such 
as lino, leather and lacquers on request. 



LUNA
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180 degree opening hinged flaps give access to power data and AV points within a central void providing stowage for excess cabling. 
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Cables are routed down the central column to a floor box. A full range of 2, 3 & 4 door matching credenzas is available with a variety of internals to be specified.  



FAST set up …Fast change  …Fast clear away
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set up …Fast change  …Fast clear away
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FAST
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FAST …is a good looking and functional 
table system designed for ‘quick change’ in 
training, meeting and hospitality layouts.

Base frames are quickly adjustable to receive 
different sizes of rectangular and round tops 
enabling a swift transformation from say 
training to dining and then dining to meeting, 
carried out without tools and by just one 
person when required.
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Custom Solutions are the foundation of our business.
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